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OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
Search Details:
This is a business we had worked with previously
to help secure other senior leadership hires as
they went from start up to scale up.
The requirement for the Operations
Director/COO was going to be a challenge as this
role was going to be working directly for the CEO
and would provide that first layer between the
CEO and a number of other department heads.
Finding an individual with the seniority, gravitas,
and background who was still malleable and
eager to learn and who would be capable of
stepping and developing key relationships quickly
and effectively, gaining respect would be key.
As a rapidly scaling market defining challenger
brand this business were building 'magic' and
they needed to create and develop a best in class
operation to support the sale and service of their
luxury first brand.
Culture fit was also a major consideration. The
business was still owner managed with very clear
objectives for the brand and direction of travel
for the company.

Client: Rapidly scaling market
differentiator challenger brand x3
growth YOY
Role: Operations Director/COO
Salary: £six figure plus package
Requirements
Experience working across a scaling
global luxury operation
An experience leader across distribution,
operations and logistics
The ability to build and develop a worldclass operation
An ability to be hands on in a fast paced
growing agile business, whilst bringing
best practice strategy and methodology
to drive improvements and
transformation.
To develop and grow key functions
within the business
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OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
Search Details continued...
Knowing the type of business and brands the company felt were of the right standard we began
extensive research to identify players across the luxury market building a long list across consumer
products and goods from clothing, electronics, fitness, sport, fragrances, beauty, skincare etc.
We began our outreach to explore cultural fit as well as future aspirations, individuals who had the
right energy and attitude would be key to this search.
We delivered a shortlist of three individuals, two of these were taken to final stage before they
centred on one individual who was offered and subsequently accepted and started with the
business.

Result:
In numerous conversations with the CEO they have said what a great hire this has been, they have
added real value to the business and offered an ability for them to scale and grow in line with their
plans, whilst also raising standards and improving people performance across key operational
areas.

